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Abstract
This thesis is dedicated to the study of the geometry of six-dimensional superspace,
endowed with the minimal amount of supersymmetry. In the first part of it, we unfold
the main geometrical features of such superspace by solving completely the Bianchi
identities for the constrained superspace torsion, which allow us to determine the full
six-dimensional derivate superalgebra. Next, the conformal structure of the superge-
ometry is considered. Specifically, it is shown that the conventional torsion constraints
remain invariant under super-Weyl transformations generated by a real scalar superfield
parameter.
In the second part of this work, the field content and superconformal matter couplings
of the supergeometry are explored. The component field content of the Weyl multiplet
is presented and the question of how this multiplet emerges in superspace is addressed.
Finally, the constraints that conformal invariance imposes on some matter representa-
tions are analyzed.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Since the birth of modern science, the concept of symmetry has been extremely fruitful
in every aspect of physics. It is not an accident that, each time we uncover the underly-
ing symmetries that characterize a certain physical system, we can further understand,
in a much deeper way, such a system.
Two of the most beautiful realizations of the notion of symmetry, are the concepts
of gauge symmetry and supersymmetry. Gauge symmetry is a remarkable symmetry
simply because we can explain almost everything around us, at the fundamental level,
in terms of such concept. Three of the four fundamental interactions in nature - the
strong, weak, and electromagnetic interactions - can be understood, in a unified way, in
terms of a gauge theory: the standard model of particle physics. As an outcome of this
model, we know that gauge fields (bosons) mediate forces between particles described
by matter fields (fermions).
Supersymmetry [1, 2, 3], on the other hand, is a bizarre symmetry linking completely
different type of particles. It relates bosons (force carriers) and fermions (matter build-
ing blocks), in such a way that every bosonic degree of freedom possesses a fermionic
superpartner, and vice versa. Although it has not been tested experimentally1, su-
1Supersymmetry is not an exact symmetry. The fact that we have not yet found any superpartner
particle implies that supersymmetry must be broken at a energy scale above what we have been
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persymmetry represents, without doubt, one of the cornerstones of modern theoretical
physics. Its applications run from condensed matter and cosmology to particle phe-
nomenology, superstring theory and mathematical physics, turning it into a central
tool in the quest for our understanding of fundamental phenomena.
There are several reasons to pursue the study of supersymmetric theories. First of
all, the supersymmetry algebra is the unique nontrivial spacetime extension of the
Poincare´ algebra consistent with four-dimensional quantum field theory, being the
largest possible symmetry of the S-matrix [4]. Within the context of the minimal
supersymmetric standard model, it provides a resolution of the hierarchy problem and
the gauge coupling unification. In Cosmology, it also provides natural candidates for the
particle spectrum of (cold) dark matter. Finally, its local version, supergravity [5, 6],
has become an entire field of research mainly because it emerges as the low energy
limit of superstring theory, playing a central role in the realization of the AdS/CFT
correspondence [7].
There exist two approaches when dealing with supersymmetric theories. The most
used one is the standard approach of component-fields, also known as “tensor calcu-
lus”. In this case, supersymmetry is not manifest. The second, less used route, is the
superfield [8, 9] or superspace formulation, in which supersymmetry is manifest. Su-
perspace emerges as a geometrical realization of supersymmetry where supersymmetry
transformations are simply translations in this space which contains, in addition to the
familiar bosonic coordinates, fermionic directions. It turns out that all important con-
cepts of differential geometry can be extended to superspace, although the description
of these spaces can be quite complicated (see for instance, the standard references in
the subject [10, 11, 12]). Nevertheless, this allows for the definition and study of curved
supermanifolds.
able to measure. Nevertheless, the current operation of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC), the most
extraordinary particle collider ever made, holds the possibility of detecting evidence in favor of it. As
of this writing, this has not happened.
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In the present work, the geometry of six-dimensional, N = (1, 0) superspace is
considered. Recently, superconformal models in six dimensions have captured some
interest. There are at least three good reasons to focus on (1,0) superconformal mod-
els. Firstly, these models are the maximal off-shell subgroup of N = (1, 1) and (2,0)
supersymmetric formulations. This fact allows, for instance, the enhancement of (1,0)
supersymmetry to (2,0), through the addition of a collection of (1,0) superfields (hy-
permultiplets) [13]. These (2,0) theories describe the low energy limit of multiple five-
branes, for which no Lagrangian description is known2. Also within the context of string
theory, the six-dimensional (1,0) theory appears as the target space for the covariant
superstring on a K3 surface [15], as well as playing a central role in the study of the
AdS7/CFT6 correspondence.
This thesis is an attempt to collect and further develop the most important results
regarding the geometry of six-dimensional (1,0) superspace presented in [16], and it
is organized as follows: In section 2 we will solve the supergravity Bianchi identities
subject to a set of conventional torsion constraints. We will elucidate, by consistency
of these identities, that the full superalgebra of covariant derivatives can be written
in terms of two dimension-1 superfields. Consequently, all torsions and curvatures
will be expressed in terms of such fields. In section 3 we will impose the invariance
of the conventional constraints under super-Weyl transformations. In particular we
will deduce the set of transformation rules that superfields and covariant derivatives
must satisfy in order to realize the aforementioned conformal invariance. Section 4 is
devoted to the study of the field content of the superspace theory studied in the previous
sections. The Weyl (conformal) multiplet [19] is reviewed and the question of how this
multiplet emerges in superspace is considered. Finally, in section 5 we investigate the
constraints that super-Weyl transformations impose on matter fields. The cases of the
2Recall that, while perturbative arguments appear to rule out local, unitary QFTs in six dimensions,
string theory nevertheless predicts the existence of a fully interacting such theory related to the low
energy dynamics of multiple coincident five-branes [14].
6
abelian vector and tensor multiplets are studied with some detail. We conclude this
work with some final comments in section 6. Notation and conventions are defined in
appendix A and a supergeometry summary is presented in appendix B.
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Chapter 2
Supergeometry
This chapter is dedicated to the study of the general structure of N = (1, 0), six-
dimensional superspace1, suitable for a description of superfield supergravity. A su-
perspace formulation of minimal supergravity corresponds to selecting out a specific
subspace from the space of all possible supergemetries, by imposing torsion constraints.
Such constraints allow us to solve the supergravity Bianchi identities that covariant
derivatives must satisfy. Perhaps, the most important outcome arising from these
Bianchi identities is the fact that supercurvature is, in the end, a redundant object.
More precisely, after solving the Bianchi identities one is able to express the super-
curvature entirely in terms of the supertosion.2 Following this reasoning, we derive in
detail the new six-dimensional curved superspace geometry presented in [16], suitable
for a superspace description of simple supergravity in six dimensions. In particular, we
calculate the full six-dimensional curved superspace derivative algebra, through solving
completely the Bianchi identities for the constrained supersapace torsion.
1Minimal supersymmetry in six dimensions (8 real supercharges) has the two different formulations,
depending on the chirality of the chosen supergenerators. These are denoted by N = (1, 0) and
N = (0, 1). Both superalgebras are isomorphic.
2In superspace literature, this fact is known as Dragon theorem. For a more detailed discussion see
[12].
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2.1 The setup
Let us consider a curved six-dimensional superspace3 M6|8, parametrized through the
supercoordinates
zM = (xm, θµi ) ,m = 0, · · · , 3; 5, 6 , µ = 1, 2, 3, 4 , i = 1, 2 , (2.1)
with m labeling bosonic coordinates (xm), and µ labeling fermionic ones (θµi ). The
index i is related to the R-symmetry of the theory, as indicated below. Further details
of conventions and notation are given in appendix A.
Choosing the structure group to be G = SO(5, 1) × SU(2), we expand the covariant
derivative DA = (Da,Dαi) as
DA = EA + ΩA + ΦA , (2.2)
with EA, ΩA and ΦA denoting the coframe, and the Lorentz and SU(2) connections,
respectively. Each piece can be written in terms of the generators of the superalgebra
EA = EA
M∂M , ΩA =
1
2
ΩA
bcMbc , ΦA = ΦA
ijJij , (2.3)
where ∂M = ∂/∂z
M , Mbc = −Mcb is the Lorentz generator and J ij = J ji is the SU(2)
R-symmetry generator. These are defined through their action on spinor derivatives as
[Mab,Dγk] = −12(γab)γδDδk , [J ij,Dγk] = εk(iDγj) . (2.4)
From the spinor representation of the Lorentz generator, it also follow that
[Mab,Dc] = 2 ηc[aDb] . (2.5)
3Mp|q denotes the curved supermanifold constructed with p bosonic coordinates and q fermionic
directions. This notation makes manifest the geometrical nature of supersymmetry in superspace: the
number of fermionic coordinates is equal to number of supercharges of the theory (eight in our case),
which allow us to implement supersymmetry transformations as translations generated by each of these
supercharges in such fermionic directions.
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The (anti-)commutation relations of covariant derivatives defines torsion TAB
C , Lorentz
curvature RAB
cd, and SU(2) field strength FAB
ij
[DA,DB} = TABCDC + 12RABcdMcd + FABijJij , (2.6)
where we use [DA,DB} to denote a graded commutator (anti-commutator if both A and
B are fermionic indices, commutator otherwise). Relations (2.6) obey Bianchi identities
[DA, [DB,DC}}+ (−1)εA(εB+εC)[DB, [DC ,DA}}
+ (−1)εC(εA+εB)[DC , [DA,DB}} = 0 , (2.7)
where εM stands for the Grassmann parity function: εM = 0 if M = m (bosons) and
εM = 1 if M = µ (fermions).
In order to solve the previous identities, we need to impose conventional constraints on
the torsion. These fix completely the geometry in the sense that they isolate a specific
subspace in the the space of all possible supergeometries. Such constraints are taken
to be4
Tαiβj
c = 2εij(γ
c)αβ (dimension 0) , (2.8)
Tαiβj
γk = 0 , Tαib
c = 0 (dimension 1
2
) , (2.9)
Tab
c = 0 , Ta β(j
β
k) = 0 (dimension 1) . (2.10)
Once the constraints (2.8)-(2.10) are introduced, Bianchi identities (2.7) can be solved.
For this purpose, it is convenient to organize the study of the identities according to
the increasing mass-dimension of them. This dimensionality depends on the index
combination (A,B,C) that we take in (2.7). The number of possibilities for such
4These constraints are formally identical to those of five-dimensional conformal superspace super-
gravity of [17].
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combinations is four, and they give rise to the following set of identities 5
0 = 2 [D(α, {Dβ),Dγ}] + [Dγ, {Dα,Dβ}] ; (A = α,B = β, C = γ) , (2.11)
0 = 2 [D(α, [Dβ),Dc]}+ [Dc, {Dα,Dβ}] ; (A = α,B = β, C = c) , (2.12)
0 = [Dα, [Db,Dc]}+ 2 [D[b, [Dc],Dα}} ; (A = α,B = b, C = c) , (2.13)
0 = 2 [D[a, [Db],Dc]], [Dc, [Da,Db]] ; (A = a,B = b, C = c) . (2.14)
Furthermore, within each of these four equation, there are four independent pieces: two
parts proportional to the covariant derivatives (fermionics and bosonic, Dαi and Da),
as well a two parts proportional to the Lorentz and SU(2) generators, Mab and Jij,
respectively. Table (2.1) below summarizes the splitting just described, together with
the mass-dimension of each independent piece within the Bianchi identities.
Dαi Da Mab Jij
[sss} 1 1
2
3
2
3
2
[ssv} 3
2
1 2 2
[svv} 2 3
2
5
2
5
2
[vvv} 5
2
2 3 3
Table 2.1: Summary of Bianchi identities we study in this section. Here, “s” stands for
a spin index, and “v” for a vector one. In this way, for instance, the first row give us the
dimensionality of each part within the Bianchi identity (2.11), the second row indicates the
dimension of each piece in (2.12), and so forth.
In the next sections, we proceed to solve in detail the Bianchi identities up to
dimension-2. The outcome of this procedure will be the full algebra of covariant deriva-
tives which characterizes the curved supergeometry. We will express curvatures and
field-strengths completely in terms of the torsion, and we will find the constraints that
the supergravity fields entering in the algebra must satisfy.
5Here and through this work, we adopt the usual notation for composite indices α := α i.
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2.2 Dimension-1 Bianchi identities
Dimension-1 identities arise by taking the part proportional to the spinorial derivative
inside the [sss}-identity (2.11), and the piece proportional to the vector derivative
within the [ssv}-identity (2.12), as indicated in table (2.1). As a first step, let us focus
on the latter. This is given by
0 = 2i (γb)αγTβj a
γ
i + 2i (γ
b)βγTαi a
γ
j −Rαiβj ab . (2.15)
From here, it is clear that we can solve for the dimension-1 curvature in terms of the
dimension-1 torsion
Rαiβj a
b = 2i (γb)αγTβj a
γ
i + 2i (γ
b)βγTαi a
γ
j . (2.16)
Moreover, demanding the antisymmetry of the curvature on its Lorentz indices, that is
imposing Rαiβj
(ab) = 0, we get
T (aβ
j γk(γb))γδ + T
(a
δ
k γj(γb))γβ = 0 . (2.17)
The above constraint on the dimension-1 torsion is particularly strong, since it implies
the general form that such torsion must have. Expanding out the torsion into irreducible
pieces6
Tβ
j
a
γk = Aa ε
jkδγβ +B
bεjk(γab)β
γ +Cb jk(γab)β
γ +Nabcε
jk(γbc)β
γ +Mabc
jk(γbc)β
γ (2.18)
and plugging this general expression back in (2.17), one finds that, necessarily, the
superfields Aa and Bb must vanish, as well as the tensor superfield Mabc
jk. This means
that the torsion and curvature tensors defined in (2.6) can be expressed entirely in terms
of the dimension-1 superfields Nabc and Caij, and their covariant derivatives. It also
follows that these superfields must have the symmetries
Nabc = N[abc] ; Ca ij = Ca (ij) . (2.19)
6Note that, given the torsion expansion declared here, this theory will not contain Lorentz zero
forms.
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Therefore, we find that the dimension-1 torsion is defined by
Tγk a
δlDδl := [Dγk,Da]| = −Cbkl(γab)γδDδl +Nabc(γbc)γδDδk , (2.20)
and because of the (spin) traceless of the gamma 2-forms in the above commutator, we
indeed have a stronger dimension-1 conventional constraint
Ta βj
βk = 0 . (2.21)
Following our analysis, the dimension-1
2
covariant derivatives obey an anti-commutation
relation which can be expanded over the superfields Caij and Nabc. The most general
form consistent with the dimension-0 and 1
2
torsions is
{Dαi,Dβj} = 2i εij(γa)αβDa + ia (γabc)αβCaijMbc + ib εij(γa)αβNabcMbc
+ ic εij(γa)αβN˜
abcMbc + id εij(γa)αβCa
klJkl + ie (γ
abc)αβNabcJij , (2.22)
with a, b, c, d and e some coefficient that must be fixed by the consistency of the
dimension-1 Bianchi identities. None of these coefficient can be absorbed in the normal-
ization of the fields since this would change the coefficient in the dimension-1 torsion.
Using the expansion (2.22) in the [ssv}-identity (2.12) and taking the dimension-1 piece
(the part proportional to the vector derivative) gives
0 =
[−2ia (γcab)αβCaij + 4i (γcab)αβCaij]Db
−
[
2i (bNc
ab + cN˜c
ab)εij(γa)αβ − 8i εijNcab(γa)αβ
]
Db , (2.23)
where the two lines must vanish separately. On the one hand, from the terms involving
the C field, it follows that a = 2. On the other hand, splitting N into self-dual and
anti-self dual parts, the second line in (2.23) implies two equations: b + c− 4 = 0 and
b − c − 4 = 07, which determine the values b = 4 and c = 0. The coefficients d and
7Note that, in principle, it is possible that N have a definite duality property which would eliminate
one of these equations. Nevertheless, we consider here the most general case in which N does not obey
any duality constraint.
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e follow from the dimension-1 piece inside the [sss}-identity. Plugging the expansion
(2.22) into (2.11), and taking the part proportional to the spinorial derivative, we get
terms of the type CD and ND, as in (2.23). For simplicity, we analyze each of these
terms separately. Beginning with CD, we find
0 = 2i εij[Dαβ,Dγk]| − ia2 Caij(γabc)αβ(γbc)γδDδk + idεijCakl(γa)αβDγl + c.p. , (2.24)
where “c.p.” stands for “cyclic permutation” of indices. Here, the first term can be
re-written using the dimension-1 torsion (2.20) and the identity (A.33) as
2i εij[Dαβ,Dγk]| = 4i εijCaklεαβγδ(γ˜a)δσDσl + 2iεijCakl(γa)αβDγl . (2.25)
In this last expression, the first term vanishes under cyclic permutation since8.
εijεαβγδψk + εjkεβγαδψi + εkiεγαβδψj = εαβγδε[ijψk] ≡ 0 , (2.26)
for any ψ. Now, the second term in (2.24) can be simplified by using (A.35) and cyclic
reordering to
− ia
2
Caij(γ
abc)αβ(γbc)γ
δDδk + c.p = −4ia (γa)αβCak[iDγj] + c.p. (2.27)
so that the second and third term in (2.24) combine. That is, Eq. (2.24) takes the form
0 = 2iεijCakl(γ
a)αβDγl + i(2a+ d) εijCakl(γa)αβDγl + c.p. (2.28)
From this is clear that d = −6 (recall that a = 2). Next, we consider the terms of the
type ND inside the dimension-1 part of the [sss}-identity. This gives
0 = 2i εij[Dαβ,Dγk]| − ib2 εijNabc(γa)αβ(γbc)γδDδk − ieNabc(γabc)αβ εk(iDγj) + c.p.
= −i (2 + b
2
)
εijNabc(γ
a)αβ(γ
bc)γ
δDδk − ieNabc(γabc)αβ εk(iDγj) + c.p. (2.29)
8 Recall that the SU(2) group manifold admits a non-degenerate symplectic 2-form, namely εij ,
which acts naturally as a “metric” tensor on such manifold, and allow us to map tangent space vectors
to cotangent space elements as Xi = εijXj . The existence of this object allow us to write every rank-2
antisymmetric tensor in terms of its trace, that is T[ij] =
1
2εij T
k
k.
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This time, the second term rearranges under cyclic permutation as
− ieNabc(γabc)αβ εk(iDγj) + c.p. = ie εijNabc(γabc)γ[αDβ]k + c.p. (2.30)
Plugging the identity (A.47) and using the relation (2.26) we obtain
2 + b
2
+ 3e
2
= 0 . (2.31)
Therefore, substituting our previous result b = 4, we get the value e = −8
3
, which fixes
all the coefficients in the dimension-1 anti-commutator (2.22). We conclude that
{Dαi,Dβj} = 2i εij(γa)αβDa + 2i (γabc)αβCaijMbc + 4i εij(γa)αβNabcMbc
− 6i εij(γa)αβCaklJkl − 8i3 (γabc)αβNabcJij . (2.32)
This calculation completes the analysis of the dimension-1 identities.
2.3 Dimension-32 Bianchi identities
There are four pieces of the Bianchi identities with dimension-3
2
, as we can read off from
the table (2.1). None of these is trivially fulfilled. In this section, we will analyze these
four parts separately. From this analysis, we will be able to express the dimension-3
2
curvature, torsion and isospin field strength in terms of irreducible pieces. We will also
show that Bianchi identities impose constraints on the supergravity fields C and N ,
and we will find such constraints.
Dimension-3
2
curvature At dimension-3
2
level, we can write the Lorentz curvature
in terms of the torsion. In order to do this, we take the part proportional to the vector
derivative Da of the [svv}-identity (2.13). This gives
Rγk[c a]b = i Tc a
δ
k(γb)δγ . (2.33)
Adding to this the signed permutation (cab + bca − abc) and using the antisymmetry
of R on its Lorentz indices, we derive that
Rγkc ab = −i Ta bδk(γc)δγ + 2i Tc [aδk(γb])δγ , (2.34)
15
and thus we have an equation for the curvature in terms of the torsion.
Dimension-3
2
isospin field strength From the part proportional to the spinorial
derivative of the [ssv}-identity (2.12), we can get a general expression for the isospin
field strength. Although this expression will depend explicitly on the torsion and curva-
ture, it will be enough to write the field strength in terms of irreducibles. The Dγk-part
of (2.12) is given by
0 =− 2i εij(γd)αβTdcγk + (DαiTβj cγk +DβjTαi cγk) + (εkiRβj c αγ + εkjRαi c βγ)
− (δγαFβj c ik + δγβFαi c jk) . (2.35)
Here, we use bold font to indicate that the tensor in question is known in terms of the
fields C and N . In this case
Tαi c
γ
k := C
d
ik(γcd)α
γ − εikNcab(γab)αγ . (2.36)
Now, taking the trace α = γ over (2.35) and noting that Tγi c
γk = 0, gives
Fαj c ik + 4Fαi c jk = 2i εij(γ
d)αβTcd
β
k +DβjTαi cβk + εkiRβj c αβ . (2.37)
We can solve for F by adding to the previous equation the same expression with a
factor of −1
4
, getting
Fαi c jk =
2i
3
εij(γ
d)αβTcd
β
k +
4
15
(DβjTαi cβk − 14DβiTαj cβk)
+ 4
15
(
εkiRβj c α
β − 1
4
εkjRβi c α
β
)
. (2.38)
The resulting expression for the field strength must by symmetric in its isospin indices
(jk). Imposing such symmetry we obtain
0 = 2 (γd)αβTcd
β
i − 14(γcab)αβTabβi −Tαi c , (2.39)
where we have defined
Tαi c := −2iDβkTαi cβk + i2 DβiTαi kβk = 2i (γcd)αβDβjCdij − i (γab)αβDβiNabc . (2.40)
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Contracting (2.39) with (γ˜c)γα, we can isolate the term
(γab)β
γTab
β
i =
1
3
(γ˜c)Tαi c = −10i3 (γ˜c)γβDβjCcij − i3(γ˜abc)γβDβiNabc . (2.41)
Plugging this back in (2.39), we find
(γd)αβTcd
β
i = −23
[
δγαδ
d
c +
1
12
(γcγ˜
d)α
γ
]
Tγi d . (2.42)
With this we can simplify the trace of the Lorentz curvature in Eq. (2.34) to
Rβi c α
β = 7i
3
Tαi c +
5i
18
(γcγ˜
d)α
βTβi d . (2.43)
Therefore, plugging the previous trace into (2.38), we solve for the dimension-3
2
isospin
field strength
Fαi c jk =
2i
3
εi(j(γ
d)αβTcd
β
k) − 415 εi(jRβk) c αβ
+ 4
15
[Dβ(j|Tαi cβ |k) − 14DβiTα(j cβk)] . (2.44)
Dimension-3
2
torsion Next, we focus on the torsion. For this, we go back to the
identity (2.35). Performing the contraction with (γab)γ
δ isolates the term (γab)α
βFβj c ik
which must be symmetric in (ik). Enforcing this condition gives
0 = (γab)γ
β(DαiTβj cγi +DβjTαi cγi)− i (γabd)αγTdcγj + i4εabfgde(γcfg)αδTdeδj
+ i
2
εabc
def (γf )αδTde
δ
j − 2i (γc[ad)αδTb]dδj − 2i ηc[a(γd)αδTb]dδj + 3i (γc)αδTabδj. (2.45)
Contracting again with (γ˜c)δα, we obtain
0 = −20i Tabδj − 8i (γ[ac)γδTb]cγj + (γ˜c)δα(γab)γβ(DαiTβj cγi +DβjTαi cγi) . (2.46)
On the other hand, contracting (2.42) with (γ˜b)
γα and anti-symmetrizing the resulting
expression gives
(γ[b
d)β
γTc]d
β
j = Tbc
γ
j +
5
9
(γ˜[b)
γαTαj c] +
1
18
(γ˜bc
d)γδTδj d , (2.47)
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which can be plugged back in (2.46) to obtain
0 = −28i Tabδj − 40i9 (γ˜[a)δβTβj b] − 4i9 (γ˜abc)δβTβj c
+ (γ˜c)δα(γab)γ
β(DαiTβj cγi +DβjTαi cγi) . (2.48)
Here, let us compute each of the four last terms independently. The second term is
proportional to
(γ˜[a)
δβTβj b] = 2i (γ˜abc)
δαDαiCcij − 2i (γ˜[a)δαDαiCb]ij
− i (γ˜[acd)δαDαjNb]cd − 2i (γ˜c)δαDαjNabc , (2.49)
while the third is given by
(γ˜ab
c)δβTβj c = −6i (γ˜abc)δαDαiCcij + 16i (γ˜[a)δαDαiCb]ij
+ 4i (γ˜[a
cd)δαDαjNb]cd + 2i (γ˜c)δαDαjNabc + 6i (γ˜c)δαDαjN˜abc . (2.50)
The last two terms in (2.48) expand out to give
(γ˜c)δα(γab)γ
β(DαiTβj cγi +DβjTαi cγi) = 8 (γ˜[a)δαDαiCb]ij − 8 (γ˜c)δαDαjNabc
+ 2 (γ˜cde)(γab)
δαDαjNcde
= 8 (γ˜[a)
δαDαiCb]ij − 8 (γ˜c)δαDαjNabc − 12 (γ˜c)δαDαj(Nabc + N˜abc)
+ 6 (γ˜[a
cd)Dαj(Nb]cd + N˜b]cd) . (2.51)
Putting all these results together, that is, replacing (2.49), (2.50) and (2.51) in (2.48),
we can finally solve for the dimension-3
2
isospin field strength:
Tab
γ
k = −2i9 (γ˜[a)γβDβlCb]kl − 2i9 (γ˜abc)γβDβlCckl + i (γ˜c)γβDβkNabc
+ i
3
(γ˜c)γβDβkN˜abc − 5i42 (γ˜[acd)γβDβkNb]cd − 3i14 (γ˜[acd)γβDβkN˜b]cd . (2.52)
At this point, we have studied two of the four dimension-3
2
identities; the [svv}|v and
[ssv}|s pieces. The remaining two parts will give rise to the constraints on the super-
gravity fields C and N . Recall that these superfields define the dimension-1 torsion
according to (2.20).
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Dimension-1 torsion constraints As we mentioned at the beginning of this section,
the dimension-3
2
identities impose constraints on the supergravity fields C and N . In
what follows, we will show that these constraints are given by
Dγ(kCαβij) = −13εαβγδD(kCδij) , (2.53)
D(αiNβ)γ = −12DγiNαβ , (2.54)
and
D(αiNβ)γ = −14D(αjCβ)γij . (2.55)
The last equation implies
2
3
(γabcγ˜d)α
βDβiNabc = τ c γdα(5, 1)DγjCcij = −4(γ˜d)βγDβjNγα . (2.56)
with the tensor τ defined in Eq. (2.60) below.
In order to derive the constraint (2.53), we use the part proportional to the Lorentz
generator M within the [sss}-identity (2.11). This has the form
0 = 2i εij(γ
c)αβ
[
1
2
Rγk c
ab + 2DγkNcab
]
Mab − 2i (DγkCcij)(γabc)αβMab + c.p. (2.57)
Completely symmetrizing all three isospin indices implies
0 = Dγ(kCcij)(γabc)αβ + 2D(α(kCcij)(γabc)β)γ . (2.58)
Contracting this last equation with (γ˜d)
δβ we get
[
5 δcdδ
β
α + (γd
c)α
β
]Dβ(kCc ij) = 0 . (2.59)
In this last expression, the tensor structure
τ b βaα(5, 1) := 5 δ
b
aδ
β
α + (γa
b)α
β (2.60)
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is not invertible.9 This implies that the totally symmetric term in (2.59) is proportional
to a gamma matrix
Dγ(kCαβij) = (γa)γδCδijk ; with Cδijk := −16(γ˜b)δβDβ(kCbij) . (2.62)
This last expression is equivalent to (2.53).
In order to derive the second constraint (5.11), it is enough to study the part propor-
tional to the SU(2) generator inside the [sss}-identity (2.11). We get the following
expression
0 = −2i εij(γd)αβ (Fγk dmn − 3DγkCdmn) + 16iDγkNαβ δ(mi δn)j + c.p. (2.63)
Contracting with δimδ
j
n gives
0 = 48iDγkNαβ + 48iD(αkNβ)γ − 4i (γd)γ(α
[
Fβ)j d
j
k + 3Dβ)jCdjk
]
. (2.64)
Using the identity (A.44), it follows that the first and second terms in this equation are
related through
(γd)γ(α(γ
bc)β)
δDδkNdbc = 2DγkNαβ − 2D(αkNβ)γ . (2.65)
The third term in (2.64) contains the (isospin) trace of the field strength. Such a term
can be written in terms of derivatives of the superfields C and N by taking the trace
of Eq. (2.38) and using the trace of the Lorentz curvature (2.43). This gives
− 4i (γd)γ(αFβ)j djk = 12iD(αjCβ)γ jk + 8i (γd)γ(α(γbc)β)δDδkNdbc . (2.66)
Replacing (2.65) and (2.66) in (2.64) we get
0 = −3D(αjCβ)γ ij + 4D(αiNβ)γ + 8DγkNαβ . (2.67)
9In general, the multiplication of these tensors is given by
τ(m,n)τ(p, q) = τ(mp+ 5nq, (m− 4n)q + np) . (2.61)
When mn = 5 this gives τ(m,n)τ(p, q) = τ(m(p + q), n(p + q)), implying that we can not choose the
coefficients to give τ(1, 0).
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We can now simplify this result by symmetrizing on (βγ), obtaining
0 = −3D(βjCγ)α ij + 4DαiNβγ + 20D(βiNγ)α . (2.68)
Finally, manipulating indices and subtracting from (2.67) we get
D(αiNβ)γ = −12DγiNαβ , (2.69)
which is the constraint (5.11). Plugging this expression back into (2.67) we find the
constraint (2.55).
Irreducible decomposition Once the dimension-1 torsion constraints have been
obtained, we may expand the derivative of the fields in their Lorentz- and isospin-
irreducible components, in the following way
DγkCa ij =: Ca γk ij + (γa)γδ Cδijk + εk(i Caγj) + εk(i(γa)γδ Cδj) , (2.70)
DγkNαβ =: Nγk αβ + Nˇγk αβ , (2.71)
DγkNαβ =: Nγkαβ + δ(αγ N β)k . (2.72)
Under this decomposition, the content of the constraints is given by
Ca γk ij = 0 , (2.73)
Cδijk = −16 (γ˜b)δβDβ(kCb ij) , (2.74)
Caβj = 19 τ c γa β(5, 1)DγjCa ij , (2.75)
Cγk = −1
9
DδlCδγ lk . (2.76)
and
Nγk αβ = 0 , (2.77)
Nˇγk αβ = 12 D(αjCβ)γ ij = −34 (γa)γ(α Caβ)k , (2.78)
Nγkαβ = DγkNαβ − 25 δ(αγ DδkNβ)δ , (2.79)
N αi = 2
5
DβiNβα . (2.80)
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Let us focus now on the irreducible decomposition of the dimension-3
2
curvature, tor-
sion and field strength. From (2.34), we note that the curvature is most conveniently
expressed in terms of the torsion, so that we do not consider its decomposition. For
the torsion (2.52), we expand into its irreducible pieces:
Tab
γk = Tab
γk + (γ˜[a)
γδ Tb]δ
k + (γab)δ
γ Tδk , (2.81)
under which we find
Tab
γk = i
21
(γ˜[a
cd)γδDδkN (−)b]cd − 2i5 (γ˜[acd)γδDδkN (+)b]cd + 6i5 (γ˜c)γδDδkN (+)abc , (2.82)
Ta βj = − i9 τ c γa β(5, 1)DγiCc ij − i3 (γ˜a)γδDδjNβγ = −i Ca βj + i3 (γ˜a)γδNˇγj δβ , (2.83)
Tδk = i
9
DγlCγδ lk + i15 DγkNγδ = −i Cδk + i6 N δk . (2.84)
Here, the first term in Tab
γk vanishes by (A.39). Furthermore, using (A.36) and (A.37)
this torsion simplifies to
Tab
γk = −2i
5
(γab)β
(γDδkN δ)β + 3i5 (γab)β [γDδkN δ]β = − i2 (γab)βδNδk βγ . (2.85)
It is easily verified that this combination is γ-traceless due to the tracelessness of N .
Additionally, using the constraint relations (5.11) and (2.55), we obtain
Ta βj = −7i4 Ca βj . (2.86)
In order to finish the analysis of the dimension-3
2
Bianchi identities, it remains to
decompose the field strength (2.44). Expanding
Fa γk
ij = Fa γk
ij + (γa)γδ F
δ
k
ij + δ
(i
k Fa γ
j) + δ
(i
k (γa)γδ F
δi) , (2.87)
we may resolve the field strength into its irreducible components, by projections of the
equation10
Fαk c ij = Fα(k c ij) − 23 εk(i|Fαl c |j)l . (2.88)
10This expression follows simply from symmetries arguments.
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This gives
Fa γk ij =
1
2
τ b δa γ(5, 1)Dδ(kCb)ij = 0 , (2.89)
Fδk ij = −16 Dγ(kCγδij) = −Cδijk , (2.90)
Fa γk =
1
3
τ b δa γ(5, 1)DδlCb lk − 43 (γ˜a)βδ DβkNδγ , (2.91)
Fαi = 5
9
DβjCβαij + 23 DβiNβα = −5 Cαi + 53 N αi . (2.92)
where the term Fa γk can be simplified using (A.41) and (2.56) to
Fa γk = 3 Ca γk − 43(γ˜a)δβDδkNβγ = 6 Ca γk . (2.93)
At this point the only irreducible tensors which have not been simplified are Tαi and
Fαi. These combinations involve constraints on the self-dual part of the superfield N
which, as we will see in chapter 3, is covariant under conformal transformation (and
therefore, the superspace version of the Weyl tensor is constructed from it).
2.4 Dimension-2 Bianchi identities
In this section we study the dimension-2 Bianchi identities. As indicated in table
(2.1), there are four pieces with this dimension: The parts proportional to the Lorentz
and SU(2) generators within the [ssv}-indentity, the part proportional to the spinorial
covariant derivative inside the [svv}-identity, and the piece proportional to the vector
derivative appearing in the [vvv}-identity. The latter, is identically fulfilled, giving rise
to what is known as “ Second Bianchi Identity” for the Riemann tensor
Ra[bcd] = 0 . (2.94)
Let us proceed with the study of the first three aforementioned identities. The part
proportional to the Lorentz generator Mab within the [ssv}-indentity (2.12) is given by
0 = i εij(γ
a)αβ
[
Rca
bd + 4DcNabd
]
+ 2i (γabd)αβDcCaij +D(αRβ))cbd
+ 4i T(α c
γk
[
(γabd)β)γCaj)k + 2εj)k(γa)β)γN
abd
]
. (2.95)
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The above expression is symmetric in composite indices (αβ). Such a symmetry can be
implemented through simultaneous symmetry or antisymmetry of both, spin and isopin
indices. Let us first analize the double antisymmetric case. We can isolate the Riemann
tensor multiplying (2.95) by i
8
εij(γ˜e)
αβ. This gives
Rce
bd =− 4DcNebd − i8(γ˜e)αβ DαiRβicbd
− 1
2
(γ˜e)
αβ Tα
j
c
γk
[
(γabd)βγCajk + 2εjk(γ
a)βγNa
bd
]
, (2.96)
and plugging the curvature and torsion back in (2.96), we obtain a first expression for
the Riemann tensor
Rce
bd = −4DcNebd + 18(γce)δαDαiT bdδi − 18ηceDαiT bdαi − 14Dαi(γ[de)δαTcb]δi
+ 1
4
Dαi δ[de Tcb]αi − 12tr(γabdγ˜fce)CajkCfjk + 16NaceNabd . (2.97)
Symmetries of the curvature tensor (2.97) should be fulfilled. On the one hand, clearly
Rce
(bd) = 0 identically. On the other hand, demanding R(ce)
bd = 0 we get
D(cNe)bd = − 132ηceDαiT bdαi − 116Dαi(γ[d(e)δαTc)b]δi + 116Dαi δ[d(e Tc)b]αi , (2.98)
equation which can be contracted with the metric tensor ηce to obtain the divergence
of the superfield N
DcN cbd = 116 Dαi(γc[d)δαTcb]δi − 14 DαiT bdαi . (2.99)
From the Riemann tensor (2.97), we can obtain the Ricci tensor
Rcb =
3
4
DαiTc bαi − 14 Dαi (γd(c)δα Tb)d δi + 8 C(bjkCc)jk − 8 ηcb CajkCajk + 16Nad(bNc)ad .
(2.100)
Here, we note that requiring the symmetry of the Ricci tensor R[ab] = 0 is equivalent
to DαiTabαi = 0. This reduce the Riemann and the Ricci tensors to
Rce
bd =− 4D[cNe]bd + 18(γce)δαDαiT bdδi − 14Dαi(γ[b[c)δαTe]d]δi
− 1
2
tr(γabdγ˜fce)CajkC
fjk + 16NaceN
abd , (2.101)
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and
Rcb = −14 Dαi (γd(c)δα Tb)d δi + 8 C(bjkCc)jk − 8 ηcb CajkCajk + 16Nad(bNc)ad . (2.102)
The Ricci scalar arises directly from (2.100)
R = 1
4
(γab)δ
α DαiT abδi − 40 CaijCaij + 16NabcNabc . (2.103)
The above curvature quantities depends on a combination which involves the (spin)
derivative of the dimension-3
2
torsion, ∆ab
cd := (γab)δ
αDαiT cdδi, and further symmetries
and contractions of it. It is, in general, not direct to express such combination in terms
of irreducible pieces. For this reason, as we will see, it will be simpler to compute the
Riemann tensor from the [svv}-identity. Nevertheless, it is possible at this moment
to write down ∆a(bc)
d and ∆ab
ab in terms of irreducible parts, and therefore the Ricci
tensor (2.102), together with the curvature scalar (2.103) are given by
Rab =
i
8
ηab
[
10DαiCαi − 53 DαiN αi + 64i CdijCdij
]
+ 8 Ca
ijCbij + 16N
cd
aNbcd , (2.104)
R =15i
2
DαiCαi − 40 CaijCaij − 5i4 DαiN αi + 16NabcNabc . (2.105)
This completes the analysis of the double antisymmetric part of (2.95). From the
double symmetric side, we can isolate the DC term by contracting (2.95) with the
3-form (γ˜cbd)
αβ. This gives
0 = 2i tr(γ˜cbdγ
abd)DcCaij + (γ˜cbd)αβDα(iRβj)cbd (2.106)
+ 4i (γ˜cbd)
αβTα(ic
γk
[
(γabd)βγCaj)k + 2εj)k(γ
a)βγNa
bd
]
,
which gives the divergence of the C-field
DaCaij = i12 (γ˜a)αβDα(iDβkCaj)k = 3i4Dα(iCαj) . (2.107)
For the sake of completeness, we can also compute the divergence of the N -field. From
the symmetries of the Ricci tensor, we argued that DαiTabαi = 0. Combining this
constraint with Eq. (2.99) one obtain
DcNabc = i8(γab)βα
[DαiCβi + 512 DαiN βi] . (2.108)
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This completes the analysis of the piece proportional to the Lorentz generator M within
the [ssv}-identity.
Next, we focus on the part proportional to the SU(2) generator, Jij, in (2.12). This is
0 = 2i εij(γ
a)αβ
[
Fca
lm − 3DcCalm
]− 16i δ(li δm)j DcNαβ + 2D(α(iFβ)j)clm
+ 4i Tc(α(i
γk
[
3 εj)k(γa)β)γC
alm + 8 δ
(l
j)δ
m)
k Nβ)γ
]
. (2.109)
Naturally, in the same way that the part proportional to the Lorentz generation, equa-
tion (2.109) exhibits the symmetry (αβ), which may be realized through a double sym-
metry or antisymmetry of spin and isospin indices. In order to obtain the SU(2)- field
strength, we proceed to focus on the double antisymmetry of (2.109). Contracting with
i
16
εij(γ˜)αβ the second term vanish due the (ij)-symmetry and we can isolate Fab
ij. The
resulting expression is not easily expressed explicitly in terms of fundamental super-
fields. Therefore, as well as for the Riemann tensor, we will see that it will be more
manageable to compute the SU(2) field strength from the [svv}-identity. Nevertheless,
at this point, the antisymmetry F(ab)
ij = 0 is required, obtaining the divergence of the
C-field
DaCalm = i4 (γ˜a)αβDα(lDβjCam)j = 9i4Dα(iCαj) . (2.110)
Then, comparing (2.107) and (2.110) we see that the C superfield is divergence-free,
that is DaCaij = 0 = Dα(iCαj).
Finally, the double symmetric combination of spin and isospin indices in (2.109) can be
considered by multiplying by the three form (γ˜cde)αβ and contracting isospin indices.
This gives
0 = DcN (−)abc + 8N (+)cd[aN (−)b]cd + 11i32 (γab)βαDαiCβi − 5i96 (γab)βαDαiN βi . (2.111)
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This equation can be combined with (2.108) in order to obtain some expressions for the
divergence of the superfield N .
(γab)β
αDαiCβi = −16i3 DcN˜abc , (2.112)
(γab)β
αDαiN βi = −96i5
[
DcNabc − 23 DcN˜abc
]
, (2.113)
16N (+)cd[aN
(−)
b]cd = −3DcN (+)abc + 5DcN (−)abc , (2.114)
where, N˜ denotes the 3-form dual to N . This concludes the study of the dimension-2
part of the Bianchi identity (2.12).
Finally, the last part to be considered in the dimension-2 analysis is the part propor-
tional to the spinorial derivative arising from the [svv}-identity (2.13). This is given
by
0 = DαiTabβj + 14 δji (γcd)αβ Rabcd + δβα Fab ij + 2D[aTb]αiβj
− 2 (γc[a)γβT b]αiγk Cc jk − 2 (γcd)γβTαi[aγj Nb]cd . (2.115)
From here, the Riemann tensor and the SU(2) field strength will be computed.
The Riemann tensor is contained in the second term of (2.115). This may be
isolated by multiplying the whole expression by (γef )β
α and taking the trace i = j.
This yields 11
Rab
cd =− i
8
(γcd)β
α(γab)γ
δDαiDδiNβγ − εabcdmnDp
[
Nmnp − 52N˜mnp
]
+ 8Dpδ[c[aNb]d]p
− 6Dpδ[c[aN˜b]d]p + i2 δ[c[aδd]b]DαiCαi − 5i24 δ[c[aδd]b]DαiN αi + 8D[aNb]cd
− 32Ne[a[cNd]b]e + 8 δ[c[aCb]ijCd]ij − 4 δ[c[aδd]b] CaijCaij ,
(2.116)
11Note that it is not possible having a term like εcdmnpq NamnNbpq within the Riemann tensor,
because such a term is symmetric in (ab). This argument also makes clear why in 6D, necessarily
N˜abcN
abc = 0.
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so that the only reducible term is the first one. This can be computed by demanding
the exchange symmetry Rab cd = Rcd ab. From such symmetry, it follows that
(γcd)β
α(γab)γ
δ{Dαi,Dδi}Nβγ =− 128iDpδ[c[aNb]d]p + 96iDpδ[c[aN˜b]d]p − 64iD[aNb]cd
+ 64iD[cNd]ab .
(2.117)
With (2.117) in hand, it is simple to compute the reducible term in the Riemann tensor
(2.116)
(γcd)β
α(γab)γ
δDαiDδiNβγ =− (γcd)βα(γab)γδNαδβγ − 64iDpδ[c[aNb]d]p + 48iDpδ[c[aN˜b]d]p
− 32iD[aNb]cd + 32iD[cNd]ab + 8i εabcdmnDp
[
Nmnp − 23N˜mnp
]
− 8i
3
εab
cdmn
[DpN (+)mnp − 8N (−)pqmN (+)npq ]− δ[c[aδd]b] DαiN αi ,
(2.118)
where Nαβ
γδ stands for the Weyl tensor, defined as
Nαβ
γδ = D(αiNβ)iγδ − 13 δ(γ(αD|σ|iNβ)iδ)σ . (2.119)
Therefore, replacing (2.118) in (2.116), the Riemann tensor for the supergeometry is
obtained
Rab
cd = i
8
(γcd)β
α(γab)γ
δNαδ
βγ + 2 εab
cdmnDp [N (+)mnp − 43 N (−)mnp]
+ 4D[aNb]cd + 4D[cNd]ab − 32Ne[a[cNd]b]e + 8 δ[c[aCb]ijCd]ij
+ i
2
δ
[c
[aδ
d]
b]
[DαiCαi + 8i CnijCnij − 16 DαiN αi] , (2.120)
where we have used (2.114) in order to write N (−)N (+) in terms of derivatives of the
selfdual and antiselfdual part of N . As a consistency check, straightforward calculation
shows that further contraction of the Riemann tensor (2.120) give rise to the Ricci
tensor (2.104) and Ricci scalar (2.105).
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The SU(2) field strength can be extracted from (2.115) by tracing α = β and
rearranging isospin indices
Fab
ij = −1
4
Dαi Tabαj + 12 (γc[a)βαTb]αi βk Cc jk + 12 (γcd)βαTαi[aβj Nb]cd . (2.121)
Demanding Fab
[ij] = 0, we get DαiTabαi = 0, in agreement with previous analysis. It
also follows, from the symmetric piece in isospin indices, that
Fab
ij = −1
4
Dα(i Tabαj) − 2C[ak(iCb]j)k + 8NabcCc ij , (2.122)
where the first term is not irreducible. Taking the derivative of the dimension 3
2
-torsion,
this term can expressed as follows
Dα(i Tabαj) = −5i3 Nabij + 11i72 Cabij − 10i9 C˜abij − 409 D[aCb]ij − 4169 C[ak(iCb]j)k
+ 272
9
N
(+)
abdC
dij − 512
9
N
(−)
abdC
dij , (2.123)
where we have defined irreducible superfields
Nab
ij := D(iγ˜abN j) , (2.124)
Cab
ij := Dkγ˜abcDkCcij , (2.125)
C˜ab
ij := D[ak(iCb]kj) = 14 [Dαk,Dβ(i](γ˜[a)Cb]kj) . (2.126)
Replacing (2.123) into (2.122), we conclude that the SU(2) field strength of the super-
geometry will be given by
Fab
ij = 5i
12
Nab
ij − 11i
288
Cab
ij + 5i
18
C˜ab
ij + 10
9
D[aCb]ij + 869 C[ak(iCb]j)k
+ 4
9
N
(+)
abdC
dij + 200
9
N
(−)
abdC
dij . (2.127)
This result concludes that analysis of the Bianchi identities. Summarizing, we have
computed completely the geometrical information necessary for the description of simple
six-dimensional superspace supergravity. Specifically, we have fixed the dimension-
1 and -3
2
(anti)commutators defining the derivative superalgebra, we have expressed
the dimension-3
2
curvature, field strength and torsion in terms of irreducible parts,
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and we have computed all the relevant curvature quantities which characterize the
supergeometry. A summary containing the most relevant results of this chapter can be
found in appendix (B). It is important to point out that we have studied the superspace
from an off-shell point of view, in the sense that we have isolated its geometry from
the dynamics of the supergravity fields entering in the superalgebra.
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Chapter 3
Conformal structure
The description of matter-coupled supergravity theories turns out to be rather com-
plicated. In this respect, superconformal methods represent a simpler approach to the
study of such matter-coupled systems. These methods exploit the fact that, among the
spacetime symmetries, conformal symmetry is the maximal symmetry of a non-trivial
field theory [20]. The underlying idea is to formulate a gauge theory of the supercon-
formal algebra (the supersymmetric extension of the conformal algebra). Such theory
contain extra fields which are then eliminated by imposing curvature constraints or
by gauge fixing the extra symmetries. The result is a gauge theory of the Poincare´
supersymmetry algebra where the initial extra symmetries are not visible.
In this chapter, we study the conformal structure of the superspace geometry de-
scribed in chapter (2). We do so, by following a different route. Instead of considering
the superconformal group as the structure group of the theory, we impose the con-
formal invariance of the conventional constraints (2.8)-(2.10)1. In particular, we will
fix the super-Weyl transformation rules that superfields (Caij and Nabc) and covariant
derivatives (Dαi and Da) must obey in order to preserve such set of constraints.
1Superconformal methods to study conformal 4D, N = 1, 2 superspace were used in [18]. There, the
construction relies on considering the full superconformal group as the structure group of theory. Along
this line, one might attempt to construct our 6D superspace by de-gauging a conformal supergeometry.
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3.1 Super-Weyl transformations
The super-Weyl (sW) trasformations act on the spinorial covariant derivative as
δDαi = σDαi + a (Dβjσ)Mαβ + b (Dαjσ)Jij , (3.1)
where σ = σ(z) is, a priori, an arbitrary scalar superfield and a, b some coefficients
that can be determined by requiring the preservation of the the conventional con-
straints under the above transformation (3.1). Let us consider the transformation of
the dimension-1 commutator
δ{Dαi,Dβj} = 2 {δD(α ,Dβ)}
= 2σ{Dαi,Dβj}+ b εij(D[αkσ)Dβ]k +
(
a
2
+ 2
)
(D(ασ)Dβ)
− (a+ b
2
)
[(Dαjσ)Dβi + (Dβiσ)Dαj]
+
[
a (DβjDγiσ)Mαγ + b (DβjDαkσ)Jik + (α ↔ β)
]
. (3.2)
Preservation of the algebra means that the above expression must be equal to
δ{Dαi,Dβj} = 2i εij(γc)αβ δDc + 12 δRαiβjcdMcd + δFαiβjklJkl . (3.3)
Therefore, independent pieces in (3.2) and (3.3) should cancel each other. In particular,
matching the terms proportional to the spinorial covariant derivative we get
0 = −2i εij(γc)αβ δDc + b εij(D[αkσ)Dβ]k +
(
a
2
+ 2
)
(D(ασ)Dβ)
− (a+ b
2
)
[(Dαjσ)Dβi + (Dβiσ)Dαj] . (3.4)
The previous equation has the symmetry (αβ), that can be implemented through simul-
taneous symmetry or antisymmetry of spin and isospin indices. Taking the symmetric
part (ij), we obtain the following condition on the coefficient that parametrize the sW
transformation
2− 3a
2
− b = 0 . (3.5)
Taking now the antisymmetric combination, multiplying (3.4) by εij we get
0 = 4i (γc)αβ δDc +
[
5a
2
+ 3b+ 2
]
(D[αiσ)Dβ]i . (3.6)
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But the transformation of the vector derivative may have a part, besides the homo-
geneous term, proportional to spinorial covariant derivative, δDc ∝ Dγk. Such a term
should have the structure
δDc = 2σDc + iα(γ˜c)βγ(Dβkσ)Dγk + · · · , (3.7)
with α some factor to be determined. Then, plugging (3.7) into (3.6)
2 + 5a
2
+ 3b = 16α . (3.8)
Additionally, in order to elucidate the values of the parameters a and b, we can compute
the preservation of the dimension 1/2 conventional constraint, Tαi b
c = 0. This is
equivalent to setting to zero the part proportional to the vector covariant derivative
within the dimension 3/2 commutator transformation, which is given by
δ[Dαi,Db]|Dc = a (Dβi)[Mαβ,Db] + 2(Dαiσ)Db + iα(γ˜b)βγ[Dαi, (Dβkσ)Dγk]|Dc
= −a
2
(γbc)α
β(Dβiσ)Dc + 2(Dαiσ)Db + 2α(γcγ˜b)αβ(Dβiσ)Dc . (3.9)
Here, the γγ˜ product of the last term decompose as the metric tensor (arising from the
symmetric part that satisfy the Clifford algebra) and a 2-form (antisymmetric part),
and thus the last term in (3.9) combines to the first two. Then
δ[Dαi,Db]|Dc = −
(
a
2
+ 2α
)
(γbc)α
β(Dβiσ)Dc + 2(1− α)(Dαiσ)Db . (3.10)
Demanding that the above expression vanish, we get
α = 1 and a = −4 . (3.11)
Therefore, the set of equations (3.5), (3.8) and (3.11) is consistent for
b = 8 . (3.12)
At this point, we have got the sW transformation of the spinorial covariant derivative
δDαi = σDαi − 4 (Dβjσ)Mαβ + 8 (Dαjσ)Jij . (3.13)
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Let us now focus on the transformations rules for the superfields Ca ij and Nabc. For this,
we notice that for the values of a and b we just got, the third an fourth term in (3.2)
vanish. Thus, requiring preservation of the algebra of (spinorial) covariant derivatives,
that is, equating (3.2) and (3.3), yields
0 = 2i εij(γ
c)αβ δDc + 12 δRαiβjcdMcd + δFαiβjklJkl − 2σ{Dαi,Dβj}
− b εij(D[αkσ)Dβ]k −
[
a (DβjDγiσ)Mαγ + b (DβjDαkσ)Jik + (α ↔ β)
]
. (3.14)
Again, the symmetry of the latter equation can be realized in two different ways. Tak-
ing the terms symmetric in both, spin and isospin indices gives linearly independent
terms proportional to the Lorentz generator M and the SU(2) generator J . The part
proportional to M gives rise to
0 = 2i (γabc)αβ (δCaij − 2σCaij)Mbc −
[
−a
4
(γbc)(α
γDβ)(jDγi)σ + (α ↔ β)
]
Mbc . (3.15)
Within the square bracket the DD term splits into a commutator and an anticommuta-
tor. Since σ does not carry any spin or SU(2) charge, it follows that {Dα(i,Dβj)}σ = 0,
so that only the commutator part remains. Then we have
0 = 2i (γabc)αβ (δCaij − 2σCaij)Mbc + a4(γbc)(αγ[Dβ)(j,Dγi)]σMbc . (3.16)
The commutator must be antisymmetric in its spin indices. This allows us to write this
term as
(γbc)(α
γ[Dβ)(j,Dγi)]σ = (γbc)(αγ δ[µβ)δν]γ [Dµ(i,Dνj)]σ
= −1
4
(γbcγa)(αβ)(γ˜a)
µν [Dµ(i,Dνj)]σ
= −1
2
(γabc)αβ D(iγ˜aDj)σ . (3.17)
Therefore, plugging (3.17) into (3.16) we obtain
0 = 2i (γabc)αβ
[
δCaij − 2σCaij + ia16 D(iγ˜aDj)σ
]
Mbc . (3.18)
Finally, since this piece must vanish independently of the others, we must set to zero
the coefficient of M in the above equation, obtaining the transformation rule for the C
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superfield
δCaij = 2σCaij − ia16 D(iγ˜aDj)σ . (3.19)
Having obtained the transformation of C, we now focus on the transformation for the
superfield N . This rule also arises from (3.14), but this time taking the symmetric part
(αβ) and (ij) proportional to the SU(2) generator, J . This piece gives
0 = −8i
3
(γabc)αβ (δNabc − 2σNabc) Jij −
[
bD(β(jDα)kσ Ji)k + (α ↔ β)
]
. (3.20)
In the last term, only the commutator part contributes. Due to symmetries, we have
that [D(αi,Dβ)k] = −12 δki [D(αl,Dβ)l]. Furthermore, using the Fierz identity (A.27) for
the 3-form, we can rewrite
[D(αl,Dβ)l] = δµ(αδνβ) [Dµl,Dν l] = 148 (γabc)αβ (γ˜abc)µν [Dµl,Dν l]
= 1
24
(γabc)αβ Dkγ˜abcDk . (3.21)
With this we obtain
0 = −8i
3
(γabc)αβ
[
δNabc − 2σNabc + ib128 Dkγ˜abcDk σ
]
Jij . (3.22)
As argued previously, this term must vanish. Cancelation of the factor of J yields to
the sW-transformation of the superfield N
δNabc = 2σNabc − ib128 Dkγ˜abcDk σ . (3.23)
This completes the analysis of the doubly-symmetric part of the equation (3.14). Next,
we proceed to study the doubly-antisymmetric part of it. Tracing with εij gives
0 =− 4i (γc)αβ (δDc − 2σDc) + 2bD[αkσDβ]k
− 8i (γa)αβ
(
δNabc − 2σNabc)Mbc + a2 (γbc)[αγDβ]kDγkσMbc
− 12i (γa)αβ
(
δCa
ij − 2σCaij
)
Jij + 2bD[αiDβ]jσ Jij . (3.24)
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From here, we can isolate the term δDc contracting spin indices. Multiplying this last
equation by the 2-form (γ˜d)αβ we get
δDa = 2σDa − ib8 (Dkσ)γ˜aDk + 3
[
δCaij − 2σCaij − ib24(Diγ˜aDjσ)
]
J ij
− 2 [δNabc − 2σNabc − ia64(Dkγ˜abcDkσ) + ia32ηab(Dkγ˜cDkσ)]M bc . (3.25)
Using our results about transformation laws of C and N this simplifies further to
δDa = 2σDa − ib8 (Dkσ)γ˜aDk + i64
[
(2a+ b) (Dkγ˜abcDkσ)− 32i a ηab(Dcσ)
]
M bc
− i
8
(
3a
2
+ b
)
(Diγ˜aDjσ)Jij , (3.26)
where we have also used (Dkγ˜aDk)σ = 8iDaσ. The values of the parameters above
imply, on the one hand, that 2a + b = 0 and therefore the factor of the 3-form in the
first line of (3.26) vanish. This means that there is no (Dkγ˜abcDkσ)M bc-term within
the sW-transformation rule of the bosonic covariant derivative. On the other hand,
(3a+ 2b)/2 = 2 so that the vector covariant derivative will transform as
δDa = 2σDa − i (Dkσ) γ˜aDk − 2 (Dbσ)Mab − i4 (Diγ˜aDjσ)Jij . (3.27)
This conclude the analysis of the conformal transformations. As a final comment, note
that the Weyl transformation rules of the fields (3.19) and (3.23) contain inhomege-
neous terms. Such terms can be used to gauge away some of the components of these
superfields.
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Chapter 4
Field content
In this chapter we focus on the study of the field content of the six-dimensional con-
formal supergeometry presented in the previous chapters. We first review briefly the
construction of the Weyl multiplet of Bergshoeff et alia [19], which emerges as a real-
ization of the conformal supersymmetry algebra. We then explore how this multiplet
appears in superspace.
4.1 The Weyl multiplet
The Weyl multiplet refers to the set of fields on which the six-dimensional superconfor-
mal algebra Osp(6, 2|1) is realized. The generators of this algebra are the usual Poincare´
plus SU(2) generators, as specified at the beginning of chapter 2
Mab , Pa , Jij (4.1)
together with the supersymmetry generators plus the dilatation, special conformal, and
special supersymmetry generators
Qαi , D , Ka , Sαi . (4.2)
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As pointed out in [19], the superconformal algebra generated by (4.1) and (4.2) can be
realized on the following set of fields
eam ψ
αi
m Φ
ij
m Bm N
(−)
abc χ
αi F
14 −32 15 0 10 −8 1
(4.3)
Here, the first four fields are the gauge fields corresponding to the generators Pa, Qαi,
Jij and D, respectively; e
a
m is the (inverse of the) frame field, ψ
αi
m is the gravitino, Φ
ij
m
the SU(2) connection and Bm is the dilatation gauge field. The anti-self-dual tensor
N
(−)
abc , the spinor χ
αi and the scalar F are matter fields. The number of the off shell
degrees of freedom carried by the field is indicated explicitly. For the gauge fields, the
counting of these degrees of freedom can be worked out by counting the number of
components of each field and then subtracting the gauge transformations1
δeam = ∂mξ
a + Λab e
b
m + σ e
a
m , (4.4)
δψαim = ∂mλ
αi + eam(γ˜a)
αβηiβ , (4.5)
δΦijm = ∂mα
ij , (4.6)
δBm = e
a
mba. (4.7)
In this way, to the 36 components of eam, we need to subtract the 6+15+1 components
of the gauge parameters ξa, Λab and σ, respectively, resulting in 36 − 22 = 14 off
shell degrees of freedom. In the case of the gravitino ψαim , to its −48 components (the
minus sign denote fermionic components) we need to subtract the −8− 8 components
of the gauge parameters λαi and ηiβ, for a total of −48 + 16 = −32 off shell degrees
of freedom. Next, the counting for the SU(2) gauge field Φijm is 18 components minus
the 3 components of the parameter αij, giving 15 off shell degrees of freedom. Finally,
the dilaton gauge field Bm is pure gauge, since the gauge parameter ba has the same
number of components of it (that is, 6).
1More precisely, the number of the independent degrees of freedom in each gauge parameter entering
in the gauge transformations.
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The matter fields, on the other hand, carry just their component degrees of freedom with
the exception of the anti-self-dual tensor N
(−)
abc , which carry only a half of the possible
20 carried by a totally antisymmetric tensor Nabc (the remaining 10 components are
carried by its self-dual counterpart N
(+)
abc ).
4.2 The Weyl multiplet in superspace
We would now like to understand how the Weyl multiplet just described appears in
superspace. Firstly, the component gauge fields plus the gravitino are related to the
θ = 0 components of the superframe field and superconnections, while the matter fields
are given by
N
(−)
abc = Nabc|θ=0 , χαi = N αi|θ=0 , F = DαiN αi|θ=0 (4.8)
Secondly, the definition of Cαi and N αi imply that their derivatives decompose as
DαiCαj = 8i3DaCaij − 12εijDαkCαk , (4.9)
DαiN αj = 12 δji DγkN γk . (4.10)
It also follows that the supergravity fields obey the relations
(γab)α
β DβiCαi = −32i9
[
DcN (−)abc − 8N (+) cd[aN (−)b]cd
]
, (4.11)
(γab)α
β DβiN αi = −32i5
[
DcN (+)abc + 8N (+) cd[aN (−)b]cd
]
. (4.12)
The importance of these expressions is that (4.9) and (4.10) imply that there are no
auxiliary iso-triplets Dij in the supergravity multiplet, while from (4.11) and (4.12)
follow that there is no new singlet 2-form field strength. However, we do have the
2-forms iso-triplets
Cab ij := Dk γ˜abcDk Ccij , (4.13)
Nab ij := D(i γ˜abNj) , (4.14)
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and the isospin components Cijkl := Dα(iCαjkl). Thus, at this stage we are left with the
following set of components fields
Caij Cαijk Ca ij Cαi C Cab ij Cijkl
Nαβ Nγkαβ N αi N Nab ij Nγδαβ
Nαβ
(4.15)
where we have renamed C := DαiCαi and N := DαiN αi, and the superfield Nγδαβ :=
D(αiNβ)iγδ- traces, denotes the Weyl tensor. Of these fields, one can use the various
components in σ to gauge away Caij, Cαijk, Ca ij, Cijkl and Nαβ. This leaves
Cαi C Cab ij
Nαβ Nγkαβ N αi N Nab ij Nγδαβ
(4.16)
The bottom row contains the correct component content to describe an anti-self-dual
tensor, the curl of the gravitino (both the γ-traceless and γ-trace parts), the SU(2) field
strength, the curvature scalar, and the Weyl tensor.
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Chapter 5
Matter couplings
This chapter is devoted to the study of the possible matter field configurations com-
patibles with the conformal superspace structure developed in the previous chapters.
In the final part, it is also shown that the constraints defining the scalar (hyper) and
tensor multiplets imply a Weyl-type and scalar equation of motion for the superfield
defining each multiplet.
5.1 Abelian vector multiplet
Let W β(s) j(f) := W β1···βs j1···jf be an arbitrary superfield of Weyl-weight w, symmetric
in s spin and f isospin indices,1 with s > 1 and f > 1. The Weyl transformation of the
spinorial derivative of the field is given by
δ
(DαiW β1···βs j1···jf ) = σ(1 + 2w)DαiW β1···βs j1···jf + (2w + s)(Dαiσ)W β1···βs j1···jf
− 4(Dγiσ)
s∑
q=1
δβqα W
β1···βq−1γβq+1···βs j1···jf
− 8(Dαlσ)
f∑
q=1
δ
jq
(iW
β1···βs j1···jq−1
l)
jq+1···jf , (5.1)
1We assume total symmetry in both kind of indices, spin and isospin.
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where we have used the following commutators
[Mα
γ,W β1···βs ] = − s
4
δα
γW β1···βs +
∑
q
δα
βqW β1···βq−1γβq+1···βs , (5.2)
[Jij,W
k1···kf ] = −
∑
q
δ(i
kqW k1···kq−1j)kq+1···kf . (5.3)
Contracting α = β1 and i = j1, transformation (5.1) becomes (we only need to be careful
with the first term of each sum, and split the last isospin sum into its symmetric parts)
δ
(DαiWα···βs i···jf ) = σ(1 + 2w)DαiWα···βs i···jf + (2w + s)(Dαiσ)Wα···βs i···jf
− 4(3 + s)(Dγiσ)W γ···βs i···jf + 4(1 + f)(Dαlσ)Wα···βs l···jf
+ 4(Dαlσ)Wα···βs l···jf . (5.4)
Therefore, if we require that the inhomogeneous parts of the expression above cancel,
necessarily the Weyl weight should be fixed in terms of the number of spin and isospin
indices as
w = 3
2
s+ 2(1− f) . (5.5)
If so, the following constraint
DαiW (α···βs) (i···jf ) = 0 (5.6)
transforms homogeneously under Weyl transformations. In particular, for the spinor
superfield Wαk (s = 1 = f) we can consider
DkW k = 0 ; w = 32 . (5.7)
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Let us now consider the combination (γ˜ab)
α
β1Dα(iW β1···βsk)j2···jf . From (5.1) we get (not
yet symmetrizing (ik))
εkj1(γ˜ab)
α
β1δ
(DαiW β1···βs j1···jf ) = σ(1 + 2w)(γ˜ab)αβ1DαiW β1···βskj2···jf
+ (2w + s)(γ˜ab)
α
β1(Dαiσ)W β1···βskj2···jf
− 4(Dγiσ)
s∑
q=1
(γ˜ab)
βq
β1W
β1···βq−1γβq+1···βs
k
j1···jf
− 8(γ˜ab)αβ1(Dαlσ)
f∑
q=1
εkj1δ
jq
(iW
β1···βsj1···jq−1
l)
jq+1···jf .
(5.8)
We note that, in the first sum, all the terms have the spin index of the covariant deriva-
tive and the superfield W (the γ index) contracted, except the term for q = 1, which
is identically zero. This restrics us, for the transformation (5.8) to be homogeneous, to
the case s = 1. The last sum (over the isospin indices), can be written as
f∑
q=1
εkj1δ
jq
(iW
β1···βsj1···jq−1
l)
jq+1···jf = εk(iW β1···βs l)j2···jf
+
f∑
q=2
εkj1δ
jq
(iW
β1···βsj1···jq−1
l)
jq+1···jf , (5.9)
and again, for the transformation to be homogeneous, we need f = 1 (otherwise there
will be terms of the type W···i···k··· ). Then, taking the symmetric part in (ij) and com-
bining (5.8) and (5.9), we conclude that the only possibility for this kind of combination
is necessarily the case s = 1 = f , that is
δ
(Dα(i(γ˜ab)αβW βj)) = σ(1 + 2w)Dα(i(γ˜ab)αβW βj)
+ (2w + 1)(Dα(iσ)(γ˜ab)αβW βj)
− 4Dα(j(γ˜ab)αβW βi) . (5.10)
Therefore, the only possible homogeneous constraint is
D(iγ˜abWj) = 0 , (5.11)
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with Weyl weight w = 3
2
. The abelian vector multiplet was precisely described by this
Weyl weight-3
2
, spinor superfield Wαi subject to the constraints (5.7) and (5.11). At
the level of components, the first says that the vector multiplet auxiliary fields consist
of an iso-triplet of scalars, while the second says that there is only one 2-form field
strength (of the four possibles). Together, these constraints can be written as
DαiW βj = 14 δβαDγ(iW γj) − 116 εij (γab)αβDk γ˜abW k . (5.12)
5.2 Tensor multiplet
Let Φ˜ denote a six-dimensional real scalar superfield of Weyl-weight w, that is δΦ˜ =
2wσΦ˜. Then, given such a transformation, its double spinorial derivative transforms
into
δ(DαiDβjΦ˜) = 2(1 + w)σDαiDβjΦ˜ + 2w(DαiDβjσ)Φ˜ (5.13)
+ 2w(Dαiσ)DβjΦ˜ + 4(Dβiσ)DαjΦ˜− 4 εij(Dαkσ)DβkΦ˜ (5.14)
− 2w(Dβjσ)DαiΦ˜− 4(Dαjσ)DβiΦ˜ . (5.15)
Taking the symmetric part in isospin indices (ij) gives
δ(Dα(iDβj)Φ˜) = 2(1 + w)σDα(iDβj)Φ˜ + 2w(Dα(iDβj)σ)Φ˜
+ 4(w − 2)(D[α(iσ)Dβ]j)Φ˜ . (5.16)
In this last equation, the symmetric part in spin indices (αβ) is trivial. The appearance
of the last term means that the anti-symmetric part can not be corrected to transform
homogeneously unless w = 2. In this case, the second term can be cancelled by adding
a connection term (3.19). We define Φ˜ = Φ to be a real, weight-2, scalar supefield
satisfying the invariant condition
D(iγ˜aDj)Φ + 16i C ijΦ = 0 . (5.17)
The same argument that lead to establishing the constraint in Eq. (5.7) implies that
if a superfield potential V αi has weight w = 3
2
, the combination Φ := DαiV αi will be
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covariant under Weyl transformations and will have weight w = 2. Then, it can be
shown that, if V αi satisfies only the constraint
D(iγ˜abVj) = 0 , (5.18)
then the associated scalar Φ satisfies the condition (5.17). The scalar field Φ contains
the anti -self-dual field strength of a 2-form potential H
(−)
abc ∼ Dkγ˜abcDkΦ|. In terms
of the potential superfield V αi, the potential 2-form is Bab ∼ Dkγ˜abV k. Thus, we find
that the field Φ describes a real scalar, an anti-self-dual 3-form field strength, and
their superpartners while the field V αi describes the same multiplet in terms of a gauge
2-form potential.
5.3 Other multiplets
Let Φα(s)i(f) := Φα1···αsi1···if denote a superfield symmetric in s spin and f isospin in-
dices. Let w denote the Weyl-weight δΦ = 2wσΦ. Then the combination D(α(iΦβ(s))i(f)),
completely symmetrized on all indices, transforms homogeneously under Weyl trans-
formations if and only if2
w = 2f − 3
2
s . (5.19)
When this relation between Weyl-weight and spin and SU(2) indices is satisfied, the
constraint
D(α(iΦβ(s))i(f)) = 0 , (5.20)
can be imposed on the (matter) field Φ. One can further confirm that this constraint is
integrable in the sense that the anti-commutator {Dαi,Dβj}Φγ(s)k(f) vanish identically
when symmetrized on all spin and isospin indices.3 Examples include the hypermultiplet
2We reach this result through a similar argument used to derive (5.5).
3Straightforward calculation shows that the isospin part will always be proportional to the SU(2)
anti-symmetric tensor εij , while the spin part will always reduce to having one γ-matrix. Therefore,
after symmetrization, the anti-commutator in question vanish identically.
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qi constrained by
Dα(i qj) = 0 ; w = 2 , (5.21)
the isotriplet Lij subject to the constraint
Dα(iLjk) = 0 ; w = 4 , (5.22)
the 5 of isospin Lijkl subject to the constraint
Dα(iLjklm) = 0 ; w = 8 , (5.23)
and the superfield Aαi subject to the constraint
D(α(iAβ)j) = 0 ; w = 12 . (5.24)
Note that since Aαi has the same dimension as the covariant derivative Dαi, the replace-
ment Dαi → ∇αi = Dαi + iAαi corresponds to minimal coupling to a super-1-form. It
also follows that since {Dα(i,Dβj)}Ω ≡ 0 on a scalar superfield Ω, the constraint (5.24)
is invariant under the abelian gauge transformation Aαi → Aαi +DαiΩ.
5.4 Tensor calculus
As anticipated at the beginning of this chapter, the constraints defining the scalar and
tensor multiplets imply the on-shellness of these multiplets. In this section, we will
compute for each of these matter representations the equations of motion arising from
such constraints.
The scalar multiplet can be described by the iso-doublet, Weyl weight-2, scalar
superfield q i subject to the constraint (5.21)
Dδ(iq j) = 0 . (5.25)
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A Weyl-type equation for q i arises by contracting the previous constraint with the
operator εαβγδ DγiDδj. Then, straightforward calculation leads to
0 = DαβDβiqi + 2NαβDβiqi + 48 Cαiqi − 10N αiqi . (5.26)
Contracting again this equation with the spinorial covariant derivative, we obtain the
scalar equation of motion
0 = DaDaqi − 173 DaCaijqj + 2CaijDaqj + 152 CajkCajkqi − 4NαβNαβqi
− 3i
2
DαjCαjqi − 3i2 CαiDαjqj + 5i16 DαjN αjqi , (5.27)
where we have used the decompositions (4.9) and (4.10). Thess two equations of motion
make manifest that the scalar multiplet is on-shell.
The tensor muliplet can be described by a real, Weyl weight-2, scalar superfield
Φ subject to the constraint (5.17)
D(iγ˜aDj)Φ = −16i Ca ijΦ . (5.28)
Acting on this expression with the differential operator (Dj γ˜a)α gives the spinor equa-
tion of motion
0 = DαβDβiΦ− CαβijDβjΦ− 2NαβDβiΦ− 12 CαiΦ . (5.29)
Contracting the equation above with a spinor covariant derivative results in a Klein-
Gordon-type equation for the scalar Φ4
0 = DaDaΦ + 8CaijCaijΦ + i6 NabcDk γ˜abcDkΦ− 3i2 DαiCαi − 3i CαiDαiΦ + 5i2 N αiDαiΦ.
(5.30)
Again, we conclude that equations (5.29) and (5.30) put the tensor multiplet automat-
ically on-shell.
4Alternatively, it can be shown that the same equation results from directly contracting the con-
straint (5.28) with the operator D(iγ˜aDj).
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Chapter 6
Concluding remarks
In this thesis, we have studied the geometry of six-dimensional, N = (1, 0) super-
space and its matter couplings. In the first part of this work, we fixed the basic
ground-work of our formulation by firstly setting the superspace structure group to
G = SO(5, 1)×SU(2). Then, after imposing the set of conventional torsion constraints
(2.8), (2.9) and (2.9), we systematically solved the supergravity Bianchi identities up
to and including (mass) dimension-2. In doing so, we found that the full derivative
algebra can be expressed entirely in terms of a vector iso-triplet Caij, and a 3-form su-
perfield Nabc. These superfields define the dimension-1 torsion, according to (2.20). We
further elucidated that consistency of the identities implies the constraints (2.53)-(2.55)
on these supergravity fields. At dimension-3
2
we worked out the irreducible decompo-
sition of torsion and isospin field strength. At the dimension-2 level, we computed the
Riemann curvature tensor (2.120) and the field strength for R-symmetry group (2.127).
Once we had in hand the complete supergeometry, we explored the invariance of
the conventional torsion constraints under conformal transformations. In particular, we
fixed the set of transformation rules that the superfields and covariant derivatives must
satisfy in order to implement the conformal invariance. These transformations are given
by (3.13), (3.19), (3.23) and (3.27). One of the important features of the transformation
rules we found is that there are inhomogeneous pieces in the Weyl transformation of
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the superfields C and N , which can be used to gauge away some of their components.
The second part of this thesis was dedicated to the study of the field content of
the superspace supergravity presented in the first part, and its superconformal matter
couplings. The Weyl multiplet was presented. As we have seen, its gauge fields structure
includes the frame field eam, the gravitino ψ
αi
m and the (pure gauge) dilatation gauge
field Bm. This set of gauge fields is encoded within the θ = 0 components of the
superframe-field and superconnections. The matter field structure, on the other hand,
is characterized by the set of fields {N (−)abc , χαi, F}, that is, an anti-self-dual tensor field,
an auxiliary spinor and a real auxiliary scalar, respectively. These fields arise from
the θ = 0 components of the three-form superfield Nabc and its spinorial covariant
derivative(s), as indicated in (4.8).
Next, we investigated the possible matter fields allowed by conformal invariance. We
started by addressing the question of what are the most general conformally invariant
constraints on a certain matter superfields. We then used those constraints to further
study the (abelian) vector and tensor multiplets. The former turns out to be described
by a Weyl-weight-3
2
spinor superfield Wαi subject to the constraints (5.7) and (5.11),
while the latter is characterized by a real, weight-2 scalar superfield Φ satisfying the
condition (5.17). This scalar field admits a weight-3
2
potential V , defined through
Φ = DαiV αi, which allows an alternative description of the same tensor multiplet.
We concluded this thesis with the study of the component field equations of motion
for the scalar and tensor multiplet. It was shown that, starting with the constraints
defining a matter representation, one may further derive Weyl-type and Klein-Gordon-
type equations of motion for the component fields defining each multiplet. These equa-
tions are given by (5.26), (5.27), (5.29) and (5.30), and imply that both multiplets are
realized on-shell.
Summarizing, this thesis may be considered as a companion to reference [16], de-
veloping the very first steps and basic results in order to carry out further and deeper
explorations of simple six-dimensional superspaces and their applications. There re-
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mains, therefore, much work to be done. A natural direction for future research is
the dimensional reduction to five dimensions, with the hope of recovering the five-
dimensional superfield supergravity presented in [21]. It would also be desirable, since
simple six-dimensional supergravity enjoys the same fermionic structure that of four-
dimensional, N = 2 supergravity, to address the issue of how the latter is embedded in
six-dimensional superspace.
The study of supersymmetric backgrounds in superspace is also a open problem.
Along this line, one might attempt to extend early classifications of the geometries
admissible for a six-dimensional supergravity description [22] to superspace. More am-
bitiously, the extension of lower-dimensional rigid supersymmetric backgrounds [23, 24,
25] to six-dimensional curved superspace may be investigated.
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Appendix A
6D notation and conventions
We adopt the 6D superspace conventions established in [16]. The procedure is to first
define γm := −ΓmC−1 and γ˜m = −CΓm for m = 0, . . . , 3; 5. Then we take γ6 = C−1
and γ˜6 = −C. The relative sign has been chosen so that the six 8 × 8 Dirac matrices
satisfy the Clifford algebra
{Γm,Γn} = −2ηmn1 , (A.1)
with m,n = 0, . . . , 5 and
ηmn = diag(−1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1) . (A.2)
The overall sign is chosen so that, in terms of explicit indices, the formulæ are
(γa)αβ = (Γ
a)αβ, (γ˜
a)αβ = −(Γa)αβ for a = 0, 1, 2, 3; 5
(γ6)αβ = εαβ, (γ˜6)
αβ = −εαβ . (A.3)
In terms of Pauli-type matrices, Dirac matrices take the form
Γm =
 0 (γm)αβ
(γ˜m)
βα 0
 , (A.4)
with α = 1, . . . , 4.
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It is possible to represent these 6D Pauli-type matrices γm and γ˜m, in terms of the
4D Pauli matrices, σm and σ˜m. Denoting the 4D, SL(2,C) spinor indices by α = 1, 2
and α˙ = 1, 2, such representation is given by
γm =
 0 −(σm)αβ˙
(σ˜m)
α˙
β 0
 (A.5)
for m = 0, . . . , 3 and
(γ5)αβ =
 iεαβ 0
0 iεα˙β˙
 , (γ6)αβ =
 εαβ 0
0 −εα˙β˙
 . (A.6)
Defining now
(γ˜5)
αβ =
 iεαβ 0
0 iεα˙β˙
 , (γ˜6)αβ =
 −εαβ 0
0 εα˙β˙
 , (A.7)
six-dimensional Pauli-type matrices obey the algebra
(γm)αβ(γ˜
n)βγ + (γn)αβ(γ˜
m)βγ = −2ηmnδγα ,
(γ˜m)αβ(γn)βγ + (γ˜
n)αβ(γm)βγ = −2ηmnδαγ . (A.8)
Note that the 6-dimensional Pauli-type matrices are antisymmetric
(γm)αβ = −(γm)βα, (A.9)
implying an isomorphism between the space of 6-dimensional vectors and antisymmetric
4× 4 matrices
Vαβ := (γ
m)αβVm = −Vβα ⇔ Vm = 14(γ˜m)αβVαβ . (A.10)
The second relation is a consequence of the analysis below and equation (A.24) in
particular. Similarly, six-dimensional 2-forms are in one-to-one correspondence with
traceless 4 × 4 matrices and (anti-)self-dual 3-forms are in correspondence with sym-
metric rank-2 spin matrices with their indices (up) down as we now work out in detail.
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To begin, it is useful to define the normalized anti-symmetrized products of Pauli-type
matrices
γm1...mp := γ[m1 γ˜m2 · · ·
(∼)
γmp] =
1
p!
γm1 γ˜m2 · · ·
(∼)
γmp + perm.
γ˜m1...mp := γ˜[m1γm2 · · ·
(∼)
γmp] =
1
p!
γ˜m1γm2 · · ·
(∼)
γmp + perm. (A.11)
With these normalizations products reduce without factors. For example
γabγc = γabc + 2ηc[aγb] , γ˜cγab = γ˜abc − 2ηc[aγ˜b] . (A.12)
Other useful identities are
γabdγ˜c = −12abdcefγef − 3ηc[aγbd] , (A.13)
γ˜abdγc = +
1
2
abdcef γ˜
ef − 3ηc[aγ˜bd] , (A.14)
γ˜cγghγf =
1
2
cghfrsγ˜
rs − 3δc[gγ˜hf ] − 2ηf [gγ˜h]c + 2δc[gηh]f , (A.15)
γ˜dγabcγ˜d = 0 , (A.16)
γdγ˜abcγd = 0 , (A.17)
γabγcd = −12abcdefγef + 4δ[a[cγb]d] − 2δ[a[c δb]d] , (A.18)
γ˜abcγde =
1
2
abcd
fgγ˜efg + abcdef γ˜
f + ηdeγ˜abc − 3ηd[aγ˜bc]e + 6ηd[aγ˜bηc]e . (A.19)
A more commonly used convention regarding the 2-form matrix is as the spinor repre-
sentation (2.4) of the Lorentz generator Mab which is related by
(Σab)α
β = −1
2
(γab)α
β . (A.20)
In terms of these matrices, we define
Fα
β := 1
2
(Σmn)α
βFmn ⇒ Fmn = −(Σmn)βαFαβ . (A.21)
The second relation is a consequence of the analysis below and equation (A.26) in
particular. Both equations again agree with the five-dimensional conventions. Using
the second type of matrix, we can construct F˜αβ :=
1
4
(γ˜mn)αβFmn, however
(γ˜mn)αβ = −(γmn)βα , (A.22)
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so that this second matrix is not essentially new. Finally, the third-rank antisymmetric
tensors can be separated into (anti-)self-dual parts which are then in one-to-one corre-
spondence with symmetric 4 × 4 matrices. To see how this works in detail, we must
first establish some Fierz identities. There is a completeness relation
1
2
(γm)αβ(γm)γδ = εαβγδ . (A.23)
Contraction with εγ
′δ′γδ implies the completeness relation
1
2
(γm)αβ(γ˜m)
γδ = δγαδ
δ
β − δγβδδα , (A.24)
and1
1
2
εαβγδ(γm)γδ = (γ˜m)
αβ ⇒ (γm)αβ = 12εαβγδ(γ˜m)γδ . (A.25)
Contraction of (A.24) with itself gives
1
4
(γ˜mn)αβ(γmn)γ
δ = −1
2
δαβ δ
δ
γ + 2δ
δ
βδ
α
γ . (A.26)
Another contraction with (A.24) gives
(γ˜abc)αβ(γabc)γδ = 24(δ
α
γ δ
β
δ + δ
α
δ δ
β
γ ) , (A.27)
while contraction with (A.23) shows that
(γabc)αβ(γabc)γδ = 0 and (γ˜
abc)αβ(γ˜abc)
γδ = 0 . (A.28)
Thus we see that γ˜mnp and γmnp correspond to (anti-)self-dual 3-forms. To show that
(γ˜mnp) γmnp is (A)SD, one uses the identities
γ0γ˜1γ2γ˜3γ5γ˜6 = +1 and γ˜0γ1γ˜2γ3γ˜5γ6 = −1 (A.29)
1This relation follows, up to normalization, from the equal dimensions of the spaces of 6-vectors
and antisymmetric 4× 4 matrices.
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to conclude that, for example, γ012 = 012
345γ345 whereas γ˜012 = −012345γ˜345. The
relation (A.19) immediately implies the trace relation on the 3-forms
tr(γ˜abcγ
def ) = 4!
(
δd[aδ
e
bδ
f
c] − 13!abcdef
)
, (A.30)
from which it follows that the (anti-)self-dual parts of a 3-form N satisfy
/N (+)αβ := 1
3!
Nabc(γ˜
abc)αβ ⇒ N (+)abc = 18tr( /N (+)γabc) ,
/N
(−)
αβ :=
1
3!
Nabc(γ
abc)αβ ⇒ N (−)abc = 18tr( /N (−)γ˜abc) . (A.31)
Recall that (six-dimensional) Hodge duality on 3-forms is an involution of order 2:
1
3!
abcrst
defrst = −3!δd[aδebδfc] . (A.32)
Other useful relations resulting from (A.23) are
(γa)αβ(γ
ab)γ
δ = 2εαβγ(γ˜
b)δ + (γb)αβδ
δ
γ , (A.33)
(γa)αβ(γ
abc)γδ = −2εαβγ(γbc)δ + 2(γ[b)αβ(γc])γδ , (A.34)
(γabc)αβ(γ
bc)γ
δ = −8(γa)γ(αδδβ) . (A.35)
Further contractions of these equations give a long list of useful identities, namely
(γabc)αβ(γ˜
c)γδ = −4δ[γ(α(γab)β)δ] , (A.36)
(γacd)αβ(γ˜b
cd)γδ = 8ηabδ
γ
(αδ
δ
β) − 8δ(γ(α(γab)β)δ) , (A.37)
(γabc)αβ(γ
c)γδ = −4(γ[a)γ(α(γb])β)δ , (A.38)
(γacd)αβ(γb
cd)γδ = −8(γ(a)γ(α(γb))β)δ , (A.39)
(γ˜abc)
αβ(γc)γδ = 4δ
(α
[γ (γab)δ]
β) , (A.40)
(γ˜abc)
αβ(γbc)γ
δ = 8(γ˜a)
δ(αδβ)γ . (A.41)
Let us conclude deriving some other useful relations. Starting from the second relation
above and contracting with εµνγδ gives
0 = δµ[α(γ
bc)β]
ν − δν[α(γbc)β]µ + (γ[b)αβ(γ˜c])µν (A.42)
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Next, contraction with (γa)γµ gives
(γbcγa)[α|γ|δνβ] = (γ
[b)αβ(γ
|a|γ˜c])γν + (γa)γ[α(γbc)β]ν . (A.43)
Taking the completely antisymmetric part [abc] gives the identity
(γabc)γ[αδ
δ
β] = −(γ[a)αβ(γbc])γδ + (γ[a)γ[α(γbc])β]δ . (A.44)
Finally, we can use the fact that
εαβγδε
µνλδ = 3! δµ[αδ
ν
βδ
λ
γ] , (A.45)
to show that
(γa)γ[αψβ] =
1
4
εαβγδε
µνλδ(γa)µνψλ − 12(γa)αβψγ , (A.46)
and therefore
(γabc)γ[αδ
δ
β] = −32(γ[a)αβ(γbc])γδ + 14εαβγρεµνλρ(γ[a)µν(γbc])λδ . (A.47)
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Appendix B
Supergeometry summary
Superalgebra The dimension-1 and -3
2
commutators are given by
{Dαi,Dβj} = 2i εij(γa)αβDa + 2i (γabc)αβCaijMbc + 4i εij(γa)αβNabcMbc
− 6i εij(γa)αβCaklJkl − 8i3 (γabc)αβNabcJij (B.1)
[Dγk,Da] = −Cbkl(γab)γδDδl +Nabc(γbc)γδDδk + i
[
1
2
(γa)γδTbc
δ
k − (γ[b)γδTc]aδk
]
M bc
−
[
(γa)γδCδ ijk − 6 δ(ik Ca γj) + 5 δ(ik (γa)γδ
(Cδj) − 1
3
N δj))] Jij (B.2)
Irreducibles Spinorial derivatives of the supergravity fields decompose as
DγkCa ij = Ca γk ij + (γa)γδ Cδijk + εk(i Caγj) + εk(i(γa)γδ Cδj) (B.3)
DγkNαβ = Nγk αβ + Nˇγk αβ (B.4)
DγkNαβ = Nγkαβ + δ(αγ N β)k (B.5)
Under this decomposition, dimension-1 torsion constraints are equivalent to
Ca γk ij = 0 Nγk αβ = 0
Cδijk = −16(γ˜b)δβDβ(kCb ij) Nˇγk αβ = −34(γa)γ(αCa β)k
Ca βj = 19τ c γa β(5, 1)DγiCc ij Nγkαβ = DγkNαβ − 25δ(αγ DδkNβ)δ
Cγk = −1
9
DδlCδγ lk N αi = 25DβiNβα
(B.6)
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The irreducible parts of the dimension-3
2
torsion and isospin field strength are
Tab
γk = Tab
γk + (γ˜[a)
γδ Tb]δ
k + (γab)δ
γ Tδk (B.7)
Fa γk
ij = Fa γk
ij + (γa)γδ F
δ
k
ij + δ
(i
k Fa γ
j) + δ
(i
k (γa)γδ F
δi) (B.8)
where
Tab
γk = − i
2
(γab)β
δNδk βγ Fa γk ij = 0
Ta βj = −7i4 Ca βj Fδk ij = −Cδijk
Tδk = −i Cδk + i
6
N δk Fa γk = 6 Ca γk
Fαi = −5 Cαi + 5
3
N αi
(B.9)
Riemann and Ricci tensors, Curvature Scalar, SU(2) Field Strength At
dimension-2 level, Bianchi identities encode the Riemann tensor
Rab
cd = i
8
(γcd)β
α(γab)γ
δNαδ
βγ + 2 εab
cdmnDp [N (+)mnp − 43 N (−)mnp]
+ 4D[aNb]cd + 4D[cNd]ab − 32Ne[a[cNd]b]e + 8 δ[c[aCb]ijCd]ij
+ i
2
δ
[c
[aδ
d]
b]
[DαiCαi + 8i CnijCnij − 16 DαiN αi] (B.10)
It also follows that
Rab =
i
8
ηab
[
10DαiCαi − 53 DαiN αi + 64i CdijCdij
]
+ 8 Ca
ijCbij + 16N
cd
aNbcd (B.11)
R = 15i
2
DαiCαi − 40 CaijCaij − 5i4 DαiN αi + 16NabcNabc (B.12)
Finally, the dimension-2 SU(2) field strength is given by
Fab
ij = 5i
12
Nab
ij − 11i
288
Cab
ij + 5i
18
C˜ab
ij + 10
9
D[aCb]ij
+ 86
9
C[a
k(iCb]
j)
k +
4
9
N
(+)
abdC
dij + 200
9
N
(−)
abdC
dij (B.13)
Super-Weyl transformations Covariant derivatives and superfields transform as
δDαi = σDαi − 4 (Dβjσ)Mαβ + 8 (Dαjσ)Jij (B.14)
δDa = 2σDa − i (Dkσ) γ˜aDk − 2 (Dbσ)Mab − i4 (Diγ˜aDjσ)Jij (B.15)
δCaij = 2σCaij +
i
4
D(iγ˜aDj)σ (B.16)
δNabc = 2σNabc − i16 Dkγ˜abcDk σ (B.17)
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